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Follow Meeting with Central Bureau of
Statistics (CBS) on 12th CENSUS,

Kathmandu, Nepal
 12 July 2021 

  Due to the current situation, the 12th CENSUS was
postponed and Mitini Nepal along with other LGBTIQ
activists had a meeting with CBS on the status of the
CENSUS. Deputy Director-General Hem Raj Regmi and
Executive Director Dhundi Raj Lamichhane were presented
from CBS and shared the update on the CENSUS which will
be officially announced after the cabinet meeting when will
it happen.
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  On 47 episodes of the radio program Bishnu Thapa, a Lesbian, from
Kathmandu shared her story in "MITINI SANGA MAAN KA KURA". She met her
partner at Nepalgunj in her teenage 19. A tragic moment happened because the
family discovered their relationship status and suffered a one-year separation.
No boundaries could stop her faith in her partner's love, so she decided to
leave her family and came to Kathmandu to stay with her partner. After
meeting her partner, it was not a happy ending. Both faced many difficulties;
financial problems, shelter, etc. She joined as a volunteer at Mitini Nepal, now
working as a social mobilizer and her partner is running a vegetable stall with
support from Mitini Nepal. (https://youtu.be/yEg7Q1DHdX8 )

  In the final episode of the "MITINI SANGA MAAN KA KURA" radio program,
Anjali B.C., a transwoman from the far west (Karnali Province) shared her story.
Gathering the information heard on TV and radio programs about LGBTIQ, she
discovered her identity at the 10-11 age. She shared her initials days of
activism, her family was not supportive and scolded her while wearing female
clothes or makeup. Later, she decided to separate from her family to live her
life, now her family understood her story and accepted her the way she is. To
date, about Surkhet, many LGBTIQ members are hiding their identities because
of the rejection fear from family and society. The fear inside them is a blockage
to attend the meetings and programs related to the LGBTIQ community. The
awareness programs are ongoing related to the LGBTIQ community, have
received support from ward offices and political parties, but no support in the
context of employment opportunities. The main problem in Karnali province is
LGBTIQ people are living in fear of rejection, hiding their real identity, and
lack awareness about LGBTIQ. She has been guiding the LGBTIQ people not to
hide their real identity and requesting to join hands to fight back for their
rights. This activity was supported by Foundation for a just society.
(https://youtu.be/8LAAX35JDdU)

RADIO PROGRAM
“MITINI SANGA MAAN KA KURA”
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Teachers Training in Nepalgunj and Kathmandu

  Mitini Nepal conducted a teacher's training program on LGBTIQ issues at Lumbini
province, Nepalgunj on 17 July 2021 and Bagmati province, Kathmandu on 31 July
2021. The program was organized in a bid to raise awareness to sensitize on the issues
of sexual and gender minorities by educating them. The program was focused to
promote well-being fostering a safe, affirming, and LGBTIQ friendly teaching and
learning environment in order to ensure that the school's curriculum is inclusive. Such
training to the teachers is pertinent which further helps to reduce the homophobic
bullying, harassment, and bigotry towards students from the LGBTI community. A total
number of 63 teachers from different private and public schools of Nepalgunj and
Kathmandu actively participated in the teacher's training program. The LGBTI students
have faced discriminatory behavior from teachers and their peer groups because they
have different feelings, targeted to hate crimes, speech, bullying, harassment, violence,
and discrimination. A pre-questioner was shared among teachers to know their
understanding of the LGBTI community and presented short videos too. At the end
session, feedbacks collection from the participants. Teachers were very thankful,
committed to creating an LGBTI-friendly teaching-learning environment; putting
collective efforts. They stressed on to make LGBTI inclusive curriculum and textbooks.
This activity was supported by Amplify Change. 

Ankit Pun, Trans-man sharing his experience
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Group photo of teacher's
training, Kathmandu, Nepal

31 July 2021 | Province 3,
Bagmati



July 18 2021 | Province 7, Sudurpaschim, Dhangadi and 
19 July 2021 | Province 6, Karnali, Birendranagar, Surkhet

  Mitini Nepal organized an interaction program with Parliamentarians of Sudurpaschim
province and Karnali provide regarding LGBTIQ rights and issues. The program was
conducted, in order to discuss LGBTI issues. The sexual and gender minorities’ community has
been deprived of using their rights due to a lack of effective implementation of laws. The
community is more vulnerable and is often targeted to hate speech and crime. Though the
constitution of Nepal has provided the community with constitutional rights, however,
discriminatory laws are still creating loopholes. The Sudurpaschim province assembly has
committed to forming inclusive laws, policies, and programs addressing LGBTIQ issues.
Province assembly members, chairpersons of different committees, secretariat members,
LGBT rights organizations, activists, and media persons participated in the program. This
activity was supported by UNDP/ Parliamentarian support project. 

News portal links: 
(https://sajhabisaunee.com/archives/28388)
(https://karnalipana.com/?
p=1620&fbclid=IwAR0C5kre4PAIGfKM9DjOqApmqhGXd6A30QrsweLpGjLKlcgy_i_9hnOSm30)

Interaction with the Province Parliamentarians 
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Virtual orientation on Intimate Partners Violence (IPV) to the
enumerators

 
  23 July 2021 | Virtual Meeting

 
  Intimate Partner Violence (IVP) is a research conducted by Mitini Nepal with a mission to
identify the violence status, types, reasons, consequences between Lesbian, Trans-man, or
third-gender man relationships, and collecting the evidence. In addition, the study analyzes
existing laws and policies regarding the prevention and resolution of such intimate violence
and conduct programs related to the prevention and resolution of intimate relations between
lesbian, trans-man or third-gender man. 
  The virtual meeting was conducted for the enumerators to understand the questionnaire
format, which could help them while conducting the research. With the presence of Sarita KC,
Executive Director of Mitini Nepal, including researcher Binu lama, Roshana Pradhan, and
enumerators of all 7 provinces and Mitini Staff. This research was supported by Foundation for
a just society.



Publication of Mitini Nepal in Website
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International Day Against Homophobia, Transphobia, and Biphobia (IDAHOTB) - Mitini
Nepal, 2021 - Lesbian (L), Bisexual (B), Transgender (T) - Organization Book of LBT

Stories
Website link: https://mitininepal.org.np/together-resisting-supporting-healing-

lgbtq/

The 2020 year's theme for the IDAHTB was "Breaking the Silence". On this theme,
Mitini Nepal (MN) published a book, supported by Foundation for a JUST Society.

LBGT community member's stories are being shared.



The situation of LGBTIQ people in Lumbini province
Challenges and issues of LGBTIQ people in Sudurpaschim Province
Way Forward from Province 2

Video production on Sexual and gender minorities rights situation,
challenges, and way forward.

 
July 31 2021 | Mitini Nepal

  With the support from UNDP/PSP Mitini Nepal produced a video designed to analyze the
present situation faced by the sexual and gender minorities' community in Nepal through a human
rights perspective. It also aims to raise awareness that LGBTI rights are human rights and they
have equal rights to live a dignified life.

  The video has focused on: 

 #LGBTI #MITITINEPAL
Youtube link: https://youtu.be/rYs6tU0MXCg
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Video production for social media

For more information: 
Website: www.mitininepal.org.np 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/MitiniNepal 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/Mitininepal 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/mitini_jewellery/ 
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gfa4X5TXCf0&t=399s 


